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Changing Hues

After years of environmentalists screaming for
change, it's finally happening-green building
is really catching on in New York City. Major

de~elopers like Douglas Durst and Larry Silverstein have
erected environmentally sustainable commercial build-
ings, while nearly every major commercial project in
New York City right now has some component of green
in its design and construction. And the trend shows no
sign of slowing down. In 2003, the Albanese
Organization was the first in the nation to complete a res-
idential green tower, the Solaire, in Battery Park City.
Today, several green residential projects around the city
are also being developed at an accelerated rate.

When provided with ecological facts by the US Green
Building Council and other organizations, and armed
with the means both logistically and financially, developers began to realize the importance
and the marketing value of developing green.

Since the built environment accounts for 38% of C02 emissions, 70% of all.energy con-
sumed and 20% of all water consumed in the US, it only makes sense that the largest users
cut back on their consumption. In addition, constructing and renovating buildings causes an
enormous depletion of raw materials and exploits a significant amount of land. Lastly, build-
ings contribute the largest volume of solid waste to our waste stream. According to an
American Institute of Architect report entitled the "2030 Challenge," three quarters of the built
environment in the US will be either new or renovated by the year 2035.

For years, green building and design was not viewed as economically viable for develop-
ers.Today architects are saying building green is no longer a hard sell, because it saveson long-
term operations costs. Manufacturers have also followed suit with green product lines, mak-
ing accumulating points for LEEDcertification by the USGBC that much easier. Still, designers
say it is, and will remain, a challenge to win a Silver, Gold or Platinum rating from the USGBC.
Durst's One Bryant Park,when complete, will be the first platinum-rated building in the world.
Silverstein's 7 World Trade Center was the first in the city to receive a LEED Gold rating.

In other green building news, governmental entities across the nation are mandating their
projects be built green. New York City's green building law, Local Law 86, went into effect

Jan. 1, requiring City-owned new construction, additions and substantial reha-
bilitations of more than $2 million achieve a LEED Silver rating.

The industry is waking up and heeding the call of environmental responsi-
bility. Closer to home, Real Estate Media announced late last year that one of
its major initiatives for '07 was increased coverage of the sustainable move-
ment. Beginning with this issue, look for the 'GO' icon (left) in REM's print and
online publications and follow the url to in-depth reports, case studies and
analysis on green buildings.
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A DEEPER SHADE
OF GREEN

Developers are seeking architectural solutions
that are more than skin deep, to pair with

energy -efficien t infrastructures
By Nancy A. Ruhling

Contributing Editor

In1999, when The Durst Organization's
4 Times Square was completed, if the
word "green" came up at all in New

York City's commercial real estate world, it
would have referred to the color being paint-
ed on the wal Is.

What a difference only eight years have
made. The Big Apple has become the Big
Green Apple, and the roots laid down by 4
Times Square have branched out to include
11 Times Square,the Goldman SachsBuilding
in Battery ParkCity, 7 World Trade Center, the
Hearst Tower, the Freedom Tower, The New
York Times headquarters and the Bank of
America Tower at One Bryant Park.

"New York City is a hotbed of green
building, and it would be an exception for a
new building not to be green," says Dan
Kaplan, senior principal with FXFOWLE.
"The residential sector is lagging behind
commercial a bit because it's much tougher
to sell the concept to cI ients."

The greening has grown so quickly not so
much because of legislation like Local Law
86, which requires some municipal build-
ings to have at least a silver Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design or LEED
rating, but because developers-and more
importantly, their clients-realize that it is a
socially responsible choice that benefits
everyone. "It's gotten much easier to build
green," says Dan Tishman, president of
Tishman Realty & Construction Co. Inc.,
which as the construction manager of 4
Times Square was the first green builder in
Manhattan. "It's not more expensive
because there are more products and con-

tractors and subcontractors used to it. And
because there is LEED certification, the
greenness is acknowledged."

SergeAppel, senior associateat Cook + Fox
Architects, which isworking with Durst on The
Bank of America Tower, says that the bottom
line is that "green featurescost 1% to 2% more,
a very small number, and almost all the features
have four- to five-year payback period."

As systems get more energy-efficient and
technologically sophisticated, it may, as
Tishman says, be easier to build green, but
that doesn't mean that there aren't cha[-
lenges. Indeed, as more developers go for the
green, the bar keeps being raised, with Silver
and Gold LEED certifications becoming so
commonplace that Platinum, which Bank of
America is the first office tower to aim for, is
on the fast track to becoming the standard.
And with so many developers applying, there
is a backlog at the US Green Building
Council that is further delaying certification.

The LEEDsystem itself, which awards one
point per green feature, is one of the chief
hurdles in the process. It is, says Douglas
Durst, co-president of The Durst
Organization, "difficult time-consuming
and expensive, but I haven't thought of a
better way of doing it."

There is a learning curve to LEED, Appel
says,'that "requires writing specifications dif-
ferently and a lot of paperwork." His firm
hires consultants to do the extra work.

And it requires careful planning because
"you have to identify the technologies you
want to institute right from the beginning,"
says Tishman. "You say, 'I'm going to put in

photovoltaics on the roof, and they will pro-
duce "X" amount of energy, and this hasto off-
set other energy demands and then you have
to demonstrate that it does to get the point. So
you have to build in more points just to be cer-
tain, and they all carry a cost and you have to
balance the benefit against the costs."

And, until the end of the game, it's also a
bit of a gamble: Certification isn't given until
the project is completed. "I know of none
that have gone for it and not gotten a rating,"
Tishman says. "But I have known some that
went for gold and didn't get it."

Despite the rating system's shortcomings,
says Kaplan, "it's good because it gets the
methodology out there."

As the concept of green has become more
accepted and sophisticated, interior and
exterior spaces are both being planned so
resources are combined and put into one
overall energy-efficient, aesthetically pleas-
ing package. "At 4 Times Square, most of the
green innovation was in the mechanical guts
of the building," says Kaplan, a co-architect
of The New York Times building. "Now, we
are looking more carefully at the office space
itself. The issues include the control of day-
light with shades and glazing and using them
to offset artificial light. This is exciting
because 40% of an office's total energy load
comes from the lights, making them the
biggest single user of energy."

He points out that The New York Times
building will have automated window shades
that are activated by sensors that raise and
lower them electronically to reduce glare and
admit the correct amount of illumination. liOn



this scale, this system has not been used i "..
York City," he says.

The challenge of the new green projec15 _
make the architecture itself a vital green co~oo-
nent instead of merely a shell to house a IT' '2C

of green features.
The New York Times Building and 11 --eo;

Square, for instance, each will feature EX - •
shading elements integrated into their design.
the Times building, tubes in front offloor·to-ce· '-;:
glass form a blind that tuts glare and heat·- -
float in front of the set-back windows," Kap 2r
says. "In the vision zone of the window, there iL'E'

no rods to interrupt your view out. The Cf&i,e
shadows within the building and bounce en~
back out into the environment." At 11 Ti e::
Square, FXFOWLE turned glass into an archi eGV-

.11 element by using a sheer-glasscurtainwall 2..-

silk-glass panels to create a visually stunning co.-.
position of sculptural forms, with the south.rac·"s
glass shaded from the heat and glare of the sur.

Another important structural feature, the ra'see
floor, traditionally a space to run wire and cab e
is becoming higher on the green scale. "The nex;
step up the ladder is to put the AC distribution
there, which is what we are doing at the Times
Kaplan says. "This system distributes coolin a r

at a temperature much closer to the comro-
zone, and everybody can have his or her own ',.
tie diffuser to adjust the temperature like a car a'·
conditioner, and the cost of the modificatiofl :0
about 1/3 of overhead ductwork."

Despite all the innovations, experts agree a;
there still is much work to be done in the gree
field. New York City has an edge because me
biggest projects are still being done by the oldes;
players-real estate families who are willin 0

bear the extra costs because they have made a
long-term commitment to their buildings.

"We are greener than most other places beca...se
of our public transportation system," says Debora.-
Taylor, New York City's Department of Buildirg-;
executive director of special projects. "\ \'e ere
among a very small handful that have legislatedG
buildings to be green. But it will still take u - e;o
10 years to be totally green."

Ultimately, Tishman says,the future of green re£S
in the movement's not resting on its laurels. T~
worst thing that could happen is if today's staneard
became standard and remained the standard ior cne
next 20 years.The technology we have tcxJa see.-c:
really great, but we have to keep reinventing ';'

As its record hasshown, The Durst Organiza .
for one, is up for the challenge. "There will be re
green features in buildings in the future," Du _ - .~.
"We are the leader in this field and will con' •.•e to
be the leader."

NYMEX Named NY~ First
Existing Green Building
The New York Mercantile Exchange has become the first existing building to receive
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) designation in both the City
and State of New York. While numerous new buildings are being designed to meet the
reen standards, NYMEX was the first to retrofit an existing building in New York,

earning it LEED-EBrecognition from the US Green Buildings Council.
Among the green measures instituted by NYMEX: purchasing renewable energy

credits for 100% wind power; installing new carbon dioxide and humidity sensors
around the building, allowing NYMEX to control the outside air ventilation system
based on occupancy and space demand instead of constant volume; increasing pur-
chases of recycled and environmentally responsible products, including "green"
cleaning products and low mercury lighting products; enhancing the building's
exhaust system; and composting all organic kitchen waste. "This certification furthers
Battery Park City's reputation of being the greenest neighborhood in the world," says
James F. Gill, chairman of the Battery Park City Authority. .

Riverhouse To Be East Coast ~
Greenest Condo

Battery Park City, already known for its
groundbreaking green residences like the
Albanese Organization's Solaire project, will
soon be home to the "greenest" condominium
complex on the East Coast in the Sheldrake
Organization's Riverhouse at One Rockefeller
Park. The 31-story, 264-unit complex, which
occupies one of the last waterfront sites in
Manhattan, is slated for completion in the
fourth quarter of 2007. The Ismael Leyva
Architects-led design team is shooting for
LEEDGold certification from the USGBC.

"Battery Park City Authority's vision for sus-
tainable urban living has created a remarkable

Riverhouse green community in Lower Manhattan," says
Christopher J. Daly, president, Sheldrake

Organization. "Their environmental focus inspired us to reach higher and create an
intelligent, high-performance building that raises the bar for green design."

Among the green design elements being utilized at the Riverhouse are a standing
column geothermal well which will provide heating and cooling to lobby spaces;
rooftop photovoltaic cells to produce solar energy; cogeneration via 60 kW microtur-
bines; and a blackwater treatment facility. The building will have the highest percent-
age of green roof space in New York City, reducing storm water runoff and control·
ling ambient temperatures. Regionally available eco-friendly materials are being used
wherever possible to reduce fuel consumption. Filtered air will be supplied to all
apartments.

Commercial units in the building will include a New York Public Library branch,
Mercy Corps., and specialty organic cafe City Bakery.

Elsewhere in Battery Park, a joint venture of the Albanese Organization and
Starwood Capital Group Global is currently erecting the 35-story, 251-unit Visionaire
on the last developable residential parcel in the complex. Completion is planned for
2008. It is Albanese's third green luxury residence in Battery Park.

GREEN NEW BRIEFS Continued on page 42



PRODUCT MANUFACTURERS
AND VENDORS Hop ON

THE BANDWAGON
By Barbara L. Nelson
Editor

NoW that green is the buzzword in responsible building, many
manufacturers have changed their product lines to reflect the
surge of environmental awareness and demand amongst

developers, designers and builders.
From bamboo flooring and carpeting to energy-efficient HVAC sys-

tems, numerous environmentally sustainable products have been
made available recently. This signals a major change from just a few
years ago when sustainable design was in its infancy in New York
City. Still, accumulating enough points for a US Green BUilding
Council LEED certification remains a challenge.

LEED was created by the USGBC to establish a common standard
of measurement for what constitutes a "green" building, evaluating
several areas including sustainable sites, water efficiency, energy and
atmosphere, materials and resources, and indoor environmental qual-
ity. Within these areas, points are awarded, and the number of points
a project earns determines the level of certification the building will
be awarded. There are four progressive levels of certification:
Certified, Silver, Gold and Platinum.

"Five years ago there almost no awareness of any of these issues/,
says Dale E. Peterson, principal, Mancini Duffy. "Now, there are
many projects going through the USGBC LEED rating system. Design
teams, contractors and manufactures are all developing a body of
expertise. Many products now are being tailored towards these
requirements. There's been, absolutely, huge growth."

No one knows about the growth of green product demand more
than Eleanor Shtytser, owner of Floor Fantasy, a bamboo flooring
business. Installing bamboo flooring satisfies the credit for rapidly
renewable materials, low-emitting materials, and local regional
materials. For the past seven years, Shtytser has attended industry
events and met with anyone expressing even a glimmer of interest in
bamboo flooring, toting her cumbersome flooring samples with her.
Not many listened.

"Nobody knew bamboo as a product three years ago/' says
Shtytser. "Now, people already know when I get there why they
should choose bamboo. We are installing the flooring in residential
and commercial projects, in luxury rentals, and residential facilities
for Columbia University. A lot of residential developers in Manhattan
and New Jersey are going with bamboo."

Like Shtyster, "many venders are actually now taking the time to



read the LEED rating system," says Pe er'on.
"They understand how their products ha\e an
impact on different credits and are coming 0 us
with information that's really tailored to\\ard
LEED. Will the rating system itself get simpler?
Perhaps, but not necessarily in the way manuiac-
tures want. It's not manufacturer-dri\ en.
Manufacturers are going to have to work hard in
some cases to figure out how their products iit
into a green project."

The carpeting industry has done its homewo .
Since 1992, the Carpet and Rug Institute has
developed and administered the "Green Label"
testing and labeling program, first for carpet and
then for adhesives and cushion materials. The
testing programs identify low-emitting products,
requiring that representative product samples
meet scientifically established standards. "The
Carpet & Rug Institute has a certification sy em
called Green Seal Plus carpet that feeds directl
. into the USGVC LEED Certification credit
tem," says Peterson. "So if you buy a carpet tha
has a Green Seal Plus, you can get the LEEDpoin
for carpet."

But there are still products that need to be
investigated further to see if the manufacturer or
vendor is providing you with a green product or
what the industry calls "green wash."

"It is basically what the manufacturer says, but
there are ways to verify that the product is wha
they are saying about it," says Erica Godun, a.
associate at FXFOWLE and the head o'
FXFOWLE's internal sustainability group, 'Team
Green.' "For wood products there's the Fores:
Stewardship Counsel certification," she adds. "I
certifies the wood all the way from harvest from
the forest through the final product. The do
chain of custody all the way to the site."

While pricing for some green products are
comparable to non-green products that's not the
case for all products. "Yes, prices are coming
down, but it depends on what the product is,
explains Godun. "For instance, with carpet 0[;

can get recycled content, recycled backing, 0'.

VOCs in most of the manufacturer's lines at ei
normal pricing. You wouldn't be paying ar
more for it. But for FSCcertification, those \'Ioads
almost always cost more, because of the process
they go through to get the certification."

Even companies that aren't vying for the Lc.;::)
certification are installing green products 0 52 e
money. Credit Suisse's New York headquahe:'5
located at 11 Madison Ave. was recognized Ias: e2:
by the city and state for installing New York 0. s
largest ice-storage based air-conditioning S)~.

"In the past in New York there was a 0- _:

apprehension-people were saying 'Ii 1'fT' go -g
to be green it's going to cost me a lot oi mo~e
says David R. Pospisi I, marketi ng & com~ ~- cc-

LoCAL LAw 86 & GREEN BUILDING

Local Law 86, New York City's green building law, went into effect Jan. 1st, 2007. This
law affects most City-owned buildings and requires that they achieve a LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Certified or Silver rating. What,
exactly, does this mean to the real estate community?

Defined by the US Green Building Council, LEED Green Building Rating System is
"the nationally accepted benchmark for the design, construction, and operation of
high performance green buildings." Performance is recognized in five key areas of
human and environmental health: sustainable site development, water savings, ener-
gy efficiency, materials selection, and indoor environmental quality, "providing a
roadmap for measuring and documenting success for every building type."

LEED projects are rated by earning points ranging from Certified to Silver to Gold to
the highest level, Platinum, achieved for completing specific project tasks and calcula-
tions. Prior to the City's legislation, there were already five Gold buildings in New York
City and 55 projects registered for rating, signifying growing interest in green design.

IMPLICATIONS
LL 86 will influence NYC's approximately 1,300City-owned buildings, and the more than
12.8million sf of office space thatthe City leases, as well as non-City projects to which the
City contributes at least$lO million or 50% of the cost. It applies to new construction, addi-
tions and substantial rehabilitations of more than $2 million. LEED Silver is required for
most building types, and LEEDCertified for schools and hospitals, though the law does not
apply to residential, industrial or high hazard buildings. But it calls for energy reduction of
20% for projects costing $12-30 million, and 25% for those costing $30 million or more.
Schools costing less than $12 million must reduce energy cost by 20%. Installation or
replacement of plumbing systems costing over $500,000must reduce water use by 30%.

SOCIAL IMPACT
LL 86 will affect approximately $12 billion in construction over the City's ten-year capital
plan. Despite real or perceived obstacles, the trend toward sustainable or green building
design is apparent. But the specter of higher costs, limited material and design choices,
unfamiliar construction techniques, and anxiety about counter-culture image remains.

"Design professionals are becoming more efficient and adept at designing compliant
projects, exercising more design agility-the demand for new, innovative materials will
stimulate supply, expanding competition and lowering costs," states Kimberly
Sacramone, a principal at HLW. Construction professionals will be supported by improved
documentation. More readily attainable materials, green techniques and materials will
become accepted practice and common knowledge, saving construction time.

MEASURING SUCCESS
Green design is often viewed as a conservation method having only global advan-
tages. However green buildings significantly affect the health and comfort of their
occupants. Current studies suggest employee productivity and achievement of stu-
dents increase in green buildings. Employees cost more than energy. Providing day-
light, cleaner, fresher air, thermal comfort, and exterior views lessen sick days and
"sick building" litigation. Once health benefits become more apparent, green will be
seen as a marketing attraction instead of a limitation.

As the data documenting the successes of green buildings arrives, an increase in
public demand for green building should reasonably follow. The long-term impact of
LL 86 will be to establish green building design as a part of standard practice by
necessitating experience and providing the tools.

The views expressed in this article are those of the author and not those of Real Estate
1,1ediaor its publications.

Susan M. Kaplan is the director of specifications & sustainability at HLW
International LLP. For additional information, contact: Ted Hammer at tham-
mer@hlw.com.

mailto:mer@hlw.com.


tions manager with Trane New York/New
Jersey. "We are seeing those rumors fall by
the wayside."

The chiller system allows Credit Suisse to
lower their facility's peak energy usage by
900kWh, and reduce overall electric usage
by 2.15 million kWh. "We are saving $1
million in energy costs per year," says
William Beck, managing director, head of
critical engineering systems at Credit
Suisse. "We wanted to go as green as pos-
sible, while fully operating the building
with no interruption in service."

"When you are able to save as much
money as we are seeing at some of these
corporate jobs, it's going to catth on,"
Pospisil says. "You are burning less fossil
fuel. You are using less energy. You are
using less natural resources. So the long-
term sustainable impact on the environ-
ment is positive. You are delivering high-
quality at less and it's helpful to the envi-
ronment." Trane systems have been
installed in buildings for Goldman Sachs,
Morgan Stanley, Bloomberg and The Durst
Organization, he adds.

The latest in green product and services
is green-cleaning of commercial and resi-
dential buildings. Guardian Service
Industries as well as several other cleaning

companies are using green products and
methods to clean buildings. "The green
movement is expanding as more and more
companies embrace environmental sustain-
ability," says Michael Eisenberg, senior
vice president with Guardian. "Client
response to our green initiative has been
simply unbelievable."

Guardian undertook extensive testing of
a variety of products from various suppliers
to find the best performing green products
available. During that process, it deter-
mined that the quality and effectiveness of
green-cleaning far exceeds the convention-
al cleaning methods now in use throughout
the industry. The benefits of environmental-
ly responsible building cleaning services
include improved indoor air quality, lower
water and air pollution levels, decreased
absenteeism and increased employee effi-
ciency and productivity, says Eisenberg.

Guardian's green cleaning services cur-
rently extends to over 6,000 clients occu-
pying in excess of 70 million sf of commer-
cial space in Manhattan and throughout the
Northeast, including bank branches, insti-
tutions, loft buildings, schools, medical
facilities, shopping centers and theatres.

Nearly everyone, it seems, is finding a
way to go green these days.

f)
reenNY

The New York Chapter of the
US Green Building Council
works to promote green and
high performance building
in the greater New York City area.

Join us for a range of events, workshops and tours

throughout the area, including:

April 11: We are proud to be participating with ASHRAE

New York for their Sustainable Design for

Buildings Workshop

April 19: Emergin9 Green Builders NY present their

"Project Earth Day" Sustainable Fashion Show

For more information on these and other upcoming

events, and to find out more about USGBC-NY and

our mission, please visit our website:



Go GREEN,
MAKE GREEN

Sustainable design is cutting
operating costs, and attracting

investor capital

By Joseph Dobrian
Contributing Editor

Developers and investors who are concerned about the financial
feasibility of "going green" are in for a pleasant surprise. Building
or renovating according to Leadership in Energy and

Environmental Design (LEED)standards isn't some sort of expensive fad:
It's just good business. While the savings in operating costs will vary con-
siderably, it's generally believed that the greener you go, the more you'll
save. Not only will energy conservation help your bottom line--€ven if
the conservation apparatus presents an extra initial cost-but you'll stand
to win various tax breaks, grants, and expedited permits in exchange for
being kind to the environment. It's too early to tell what impact a Gold or
Platinum LEED certification will have on a building's resale value, or the
rents it can command, but so far the news is positive. Moreover, it's gen-
erally agreed that whether by legislation or market demand, buildings of
the future will all have to meet certain environmental standards.

"We're seeing a lot of commercially viable buildings, such as Times
Square in our city and elsewhere around the country, that are applying
for LEED status at one level or another," reports real estate lawyer Barry
LePatner, partner in LePatner & Associates. "The General Services
Administration in Washington has announced that its future buildings
will adopt LEEDstandards, and so have many charitable institutions."

Some skeptics have wondered whether capital providers will be
interested in funding green buildings, and whether operational cost sav-
ings will justify the effort and expense of going green. But so far, there's
been little resistance on the part of investors, and the few meaningful

statistics available on operational costs are more than encouraging.
"A number of organizations are interested in funding green buildings,

one way or another," confirms Tom Hicks, vice president for LEEDat the
US Green Buildings Council, which is based in Arlington, VA. "One of
the most notable is the Hines CalPERSGreen Development Fund (HCG).
Thomas Properties Group has a $500-million fund for which they're
securing capital, which they'll use to buy and operate green buildings as
well as to buy buildings that need to be 'greened up.' The California EPA
building in Sacramento is one that they upgraded for about $500,000,
and the operational savings paid it back quickly."

Green REITs are also emerging, Hicks notes. It's too soon to tell
whether the market will deem them profitable, he says, but if profitabil-
ity means higher net operating income, green buildings will deliver that.

"We think green buildings will be a home run among capital
providers," he says. "We've talked to banks that are considering different
lending terms for green buildings, and The Kresge Foundation and
Enterprise Community Partners, through grants and other offerings, are
spurring that kind of development. In Washington, King County has fund-
ing for commercial properties to pursue LEED certification: small
amounts, but they might push you over the top." New York and New
Jerseyare offering green tax credits, and some jurisdictions offer expedit-
ed permitting that could save as many as 12 months in the development
process. "A Lowe's Home Improvement Warehouse in Austin, TX recent-
ly used its green initiatives to speed the permitting process, and those few



extra months of early sales essentially paid ior
the store," Hicks says.

Mary Spink, executive director and devel-
opment director at the Lower East Side
People's Mutual Housing Association, insi
that there are few, if any, financial downsides
to going green, although some initiatives can
be initially costly.

"Especially if you're a non-profit, you'l
have to bring a project in at a certain number
and that's hard to do if you're using rec c1ed
materials, putting in bamboo floors, putting in
solar collectors even though solar isn't feasi-
ble here yet," she admits.

Another point to keep in mind in le\\
York City, Spink adds, is that the shortage oi
land will often restrict how green a develop-
ment can be. For example, a new building
might not have room for a graywater plant or
a rainwater catchment.

"You can save by qualifying for certain green
tax credits," she notes. "As far as your lender.;
are concerned, they're not usually interested in
anything besides 'Can you pay it back?' The ~II
still look systematically at what you need and
what you can pay, based on insurance costs,
water and sewer, etc. Energy savings that 'ou
realize by going green will sometimes give you
some wiggle room."

Jim Himes, director of Enterpri e
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Community Partners' New York office, says
- ere are a variety of ways to turn environ-
""e tally friendly initiatives into savings on
operating costs. "For example, one of Mary
_ni J innovations was to put the insulation
:0' a building on the outside of the structure,
Ol:c,', een it and the fa<;:ade, so that it's not
bisected by floorplates," Himes says.
Becau e the building is better insulated, a

;: aller boiler is required, and that can go on
e rooi. All told, she's saving 85% on utility

cos on one of her recent developments."
Enterprise New York gives grants of

:50,000 to pay for the consulting required to
"1a"e a building greener, and might reduce
."~erest rates on its loans by as much as 500
bas's points if the building meets certain stan-
dards, Himes says. "I think other lenders will
00 thi way too," he adds.

Indeed, other banks are making more
:a orable terms available to green develop-
ers. The San Francisco-based New Resource
Ban, ior example, is offering a 125-basis
point discount on loans to "green leadership"
commercial projects. On a loan of $5 mil-
ian, this could translate to about $60,000

sa ino over 10 years.
'hen you build to LEED standards you

ioht experience an incremental increase in
GO GREEN Continued on page 42
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